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Decora Mouldings the name ingrained 
with DecWOOD®, a family business with 
its origins in the cabinet making trade 
since the early sixties, today operating 
from modern purpose built factory 
premises in Gloucester.

DecWOOD® is a unique composite 
containing a carefully selected 
blend of wood ‘flours’ which is used 
to reproduce many components, 
giving many advantages over 
real wood, in time saving, speed, 
cost and remarkable quality.

We are devoted to detail and 
believe that “Excellence is not an 
accomplishment , it is a never  
ending process”

Moulding 
Craftsmanship

450 stock mouldings visit www.decoramouldings.com
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DecWOOD® is very  
durable and can be:

u Stained
u Waxed & Lacquered
u Painted
u Screwed
u Pinned
u Drilled
u Sawn
u Bent when gently warmed

With DecWOOD®  
there is no:

u Knots to seal
u End grain
u Denibbing to do
u Warping
u  Splits and unwanted 

blemishes

Better  
than wood 
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DecWOOD® will faithfully reproduce 
every surface detail, shape, wood grain 
and carving with incredible accuracy, 
even the expert eye will find it hard  
to spot.

Advantages of the DecWOOD® process 
include low tooling up costs, economical 
for small or large runs, fast turnaround 
and always consistent quality.



Restoration and refurbishment of  
listed London property
Client required approximately 70 metres 
of ornate dado and skirting detail to use 
in a new extension which had to match 
the original design. Having done this so 
effectively the client decided to replace 
all existing mouldings with DecWOOD® 
as the detail was so crisp and went a long 
way to restoring the property to its original 
appearance.

Restoration & refurbishment

Renovation of a substantial period  
private residence
Client required six replacement staircase 
bannister spindles as the originals were 
missing. The DecWOOD® copies were 
absolutely perfect and replicated all of the 
detail yet as they were so inexpensive the 
client purchased four spares, in case any of 
the originals broke in the future.

PrOjECT DETAils
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PrOjECT DETAils

OriGinAl

OriGinAl
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Restoration & refurbishment

Large new build orangery to match 
existing period details
Client required 20 large capitals for their 
new orangery, but had to match the 
details that were already present on the 
main house, albeit to a totally different 
proportion. Our carver re-scaled this from 
the photograph and produced a master 
pattern for us to replicate in DecWOOD®.

Restoration of large hotel building 
damaged by fire
in this project we had to retrieve many 
original items in various states of damage, 
repairing where necessary and taking 
production moulds so that many duplicate 
copies could be provided as required. in 
one of the panelled rooms alone, over 48 of 
these corbels were required, as only three 
originals remained after the fire.

PrOjECT DETAils

DecWOOD® is widely used in private, commercial and 
listed properties including those of the National Trust, 

English Heritage and Crown Estates.
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Finials
Exquisitely carved and sculpted 
finials now grace the roof lanterns 
of some prestigious buildings. The 
DecWOOD® copies not only saved 
considerable time and money but 
they proved to offer a much greater 
weather resilience and durability. 

Bespoke architectual joinery
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Linear mouldings
intricately carved linear mouldings 
form a huge part of our production as 
they are used extensively in panelled 
interiors and many high class joinery 
projects. We often carve an original 
master pattern to the exact specification 
as provided by the designer, usually 
surprising the client with our ability to 
produce huge volumes in a very small 
time frame.
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Bespoke architectual joinery
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Patraes and roundels
Patraes, roundels and other small 
embellishments can be produced 
extremely efficiently in DecWOOD®, 
for both large and small volume 
requirements. All of our mouldings are 
finished with perfectly flat backs making 
efficient assembly with minimal, or even 
no gap filling.

Corbels and capitals
Corbels and capitals are frequently 
used in bespoke joinery projects, 
and DecWOOD® is perfectly suited to 
producing these, at a small fraction 
of the cost of carving by hand and 
providing a level of consistency that 
cannot easily be achieved in wood.

DecWOOD® works equally well for new joinery projects with detailed 
carving and difficult to make components being reproduced quickly, 

cost effectively and to a consistently high quality.



DecWOOD® allows designers to be creative and include details that would normally be cost 
prohibitive and too time consuming to produce. Adding these details can hugely improve 
the overall perceived value of your products, and quite often for a very minimal cost.

Volume/contract moulding
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Pilasters
Pilaster bases, spacers and 
corner sections are notoriously 
expensive and wasteful to 
manufacture, but not any more 
when you use DecWOOD®.
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Curved pelmets
Curved cabinets often needing curved 
pelmets which remain a popular product 
line for many kitchen manufacturers, 
again this part can be extremely 
expensive and very often presents 
many problems with matching existing 
linear profiles, however once the 
perfect mould has been produced you 
can relax knowing that each and every 
DecWOOD® moulding will be identical.

Corbels & shelf brackets
Corbels & shelf brackets, offer the ideal 
surface ready for your desired finish. 
Cracks, knots and laminated lines are 
all history, every DecWOOD® moulding 
being perfect.

Consistent quality, exquisite detail reproduction and the efficiency 
of having those awkward production parts readily available are 

what makes DecWOOD® so important to discerning manufacturers.



ORIGINATION 
Either send an original component, or the relevant drawings for our craftsmen to originate for you

MOULD TOOLING & SAMPLING
Production mould created, and sample issued to you for approval

PRODUCTION 
supply components as required. 

3 simple steps...
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There is a very simple 3 step process to have your 
components manufactured from DecWOOD®

Our DecWOOD® copies are so accurate 
that even an expert eye often cannot 
see the difference. With this in mind it 
is imperative that the quality of item we 
mould is exactly as you require, as the 
DecWOOD® mouldings can only be as 
good as the original.

if sizing is important, it is advisable 
to increase the size of the original 
component by 2% to allow for the 
production process. We would strongly 
recommend that you discuss the details 
with one of our experienced advisors in 
the early stages of a project.

1

2

3
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Using our extensive knowledge in 
moulding we produce in confidence 
and under licence for many companies, 
retail POs. displays, product glorifiers, 
false books, museum replication and 
metal branding badges, to name a 
few. We are always glad to discuss any 
possibilities you may have.

False booksretail POs

Museum replicationProduct glorifierMetal branding badges

Metal branding badges



Decora Mouldings
northbrook road, Gloucester, Gl4 3DP

T: 01452 307700

F: 01452 310506

E: sales@decoramouldings.com

www.decoramouldings.com


